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Introduction

Recently, the "Gaussian approximation" has proved useful for computing nonperturbatively the effective potential of certain bosonic field theories.
Two notations are in common use. The notation used by Stevenson [ 1 ]
employs an expansion of the field in terms of creation and destruction operators. We will call this system the "particle notation". The other system of
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notation was used by Barnes and Ghandour [ 2 ]. In this paper, a functional
notation was adopted, in which the basic variables were the fields. We will
call this system the "field notation".
Both systems of notation have been used extensively in the literature.
The particle notation has been used by Stevenson [ 1 ] to analyse c/>4 theory
and by Bardeen and Moshe [ 3 ] to study the Iarge-N (J · ¢) 2 model at finite
temperature. The field notation has been used to study a number of issues
in pure Yang-Mills theory [ 4, 5, 6 ]. Consoli and Ciancitto [ 7 ] have examined c/> 4 theory using both systems. A fairly complete list of references to
papers written before 1980 is given by Stevenson [1 ]. A survey of these pa-

Berkeley, California 94720, U.S.A.

pers shows that no standardization of notation has developed; consequently,
similar ideas have been expressed in several different guises.

ABSTRACT

Leaving aside the question of which notation is "better", we will first
ask how these two systems are related. Actual calculations look superficially
quite different in the two notations. Nevertheless, the answers always agree,
because the two systems are completely equivalent. This fact is non-trivial.
Obviously, the full quantum theory should give results which are indepen-

We review the Gaussian effective potential in two entirely different systems of notation. We prove the equivalence of the two
systems and show how to translate from one to the other. We
discuss the extension of the Gaussian approximation (in both notations) to states in which the classical field is not constant, and
discuss prospects for future work on quantum solitons.

dent of the notation. But the Gaussian approximation, (described below), is
not the full quantum theory. The non-trivial statement is that the "Gaussian Effective Potential" advocated by e.g., Stevenson [1 ], (using particle
notation), is precisely the same as the effective potential using "Gaussian ·
Wavefunctionals" espoused by e.g., Barnes and Ghandour [ 2], (using field
notation). The first part of this paper will be devoted to proving this equivalence.

*This work was supported in part by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of
High Energy Physics and Nuclear Physics, Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098, and in part by the National
Science Foundation, under Research Grant No. PHY-81-18547.

We will also sketch the procedure for renormalization and for the explicit
computation of the Gaussian effective potential. These ideas have been applied to particular models in refs. [1-3, 7-9 ]. A detailed calculation for an
incompletely studied class of models will be presented in a future paper.
But we can do more. We need not restrict ourselves to computing the
1

effective potential (i.e., the energy of states in which the classical field is

where

constant.) We can also apply the same approximation scheme to states in
-which the classical field is some arbitrary function of i. This topic ha.s arisen
in the older literature [ 8, 9, 10 ], but only two-dimensional models seem to

Wi:

dDk

= /f2+m2

dk

1

= (21r)D 2w1:

and

have received serious attention. The best-known discussion appears in Cole-

[a(k), at (k')]

man's lectures [ 10 ], under the name of the "coherent state approximation".

[a(k),a(k')]

= (27r)D2Wi: OD(k- k')
= 0 = [at(f),at(f')].

(2.3)

In the latter half of this paper, we show that this approximation is nothing
This solution satisfies the canonical commutation relation

more than a special ca.se of the Gaussian approximation.

[c/>(i),Il(y)j = ioD(i- jj}.

Finally, there is a cla.ss of states for which the Gaussian approximation
can and should be improved upon: namely, soliton states (if they exist in the
theory). The rea.son that the Gaussian approximation is unsuitable is that

One can invert (2.2) to obtain

the zero modes cannot be adequately described by a Gaussian wavefunction.

a(k)

=I dDie-;i.:[w~:cf>(i) + iii(i)].

(2.4)

Nevertheless, there is a simple, workable extension of the Gaussian method,
which we will describe only briefly in this paper. A lengthy calculation will
be given in a future work.
This paper is organized a.s follows. In Section 2, we discuss the free scalar
field (for which the Gaussian approximation is exact) in both notations. Section 3 is a straightforward extension to the translationally-invariant static
states of an interacting field theory, with an outline of the renormalization
procedure; In Section 4, we discuss arbitrary static states, explain the relation to coherent states and make some general remarks on future extensions
to solitons. Section 5 contains a brief conclusion.

2

The vacuum IO) is defined a.s the state which satisfies

=1
a(k) IO) = 0.
(0 IO)

It is clear that IO) is the ground state of the system when we compute the
Hamiltonian

H

=I dkw~:at(k)a(k) + loD(o) IdDkw~:.

Obviously, IO) is the lowest energy eigenstate of H. It ha.s energy

Euac

1 D (0)
= (Oi H IO) = 26

In this section, we will consider the Lagrangian

.Co= Ha,.¢)2 -lm2c/>2

c5D(o)

(2.1) •
so that

in D + 1 dimensions. It should be understood that the inclusion of internal
degrees of freedom throughout this paper is trivial.

=0

(see, e.g., ltzykson and

Zuber [ 11] )

cf>(i)
II(i)

I dk [a(k)eik·ii +
= -i I w~:[a(k)e;i.:=

2

~

(2.2)

h.c.]

dk

•

dDkw1:.

Euac is usually shifted to zero, by normal-ordering H, but this is unnecessary
cosmetic surgery.
It is convenient to rewrite

The Free Scalar Field

This field theory has the exact solution at t

I

h.c.]

Euac

=

=I

I D- I
d

X

dDfi

(27r)D

dDk

1

(21r)D iWi:.

(2.5)

The above summarizes the well-known results for a free field theory in
particle notation. The corresponding formulae in field notation are much
less well known; we now turn to their derivation. We rewrite (2.1) a.s

.Co= !~ 2 - V(cf>)
V(cf>) = Ha;c/>)2 + lm2cf>2.
3
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~
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The canonical momentum is

in which case the energy is

II,.= aCo

.
a¢~ = 1,6,..

Euac

=

=~

1/zz

dD- 1
=!!dDxJ--p(21T)DY·r+m
dDp 1
= dD-J
X
(21T)D 2WP.

(Here, 1,6,. means t,D(x).) Then the classical Hamiltonian is

H

.:. . .....

2

2

1(II,.¢,. - Co)

I

= f[~II! + V(t.6,.)].

(2.8)

The claim that Ill represents the vacuum state is justified by observing
that Ill has no nodes. Under very general conditions, this characterizes the

To quantize the system, we assume the commutation relation

[t.6(X),II(Y')] =

ground state wave-functional of a quantum system. (Feynman [ 6 ] gives a
simple proof of this in his paper on Yang-Mills theory in 2 + 1 dimensions.)

ioD(x- Y).

Note that Euac in (2.8) is. the same as in (2.5). As we already noted, this is

We can realize this relation by the functional derivative

unremarkable; all our results so far are exact, so they are unaffected by our
choice of notation.

0

II,.= -i 61,6,.·
Rewriting Has

H =

We have constructed the vacuum explicitly (in field notation). What
about excitations? We define the operator

l [~II!+ ~1,6.. (-V! + m )t,6,.],

- 1 [!. /,.111,611 + 61,6,.

2

A(k) = "e-•"k .i!

we see that our model is the functional equivalent of the standard quantum
harmonic oscillator. It is natural to expect that the lowest energy eigenstate

1

[-~ Z,ll t,6,.f,.llt.611] ·

A(k)llf

•

(2.9)

= 0.

Substituting (2.7) into (2.9) and integrating by parts, we can rewrite it as

(2.6)

N 1 is a normalization constant which depends on /,.11 . It is trivial to compute
N 1 in terms of /,.11 ; however, it is also unnecessary. The real question is: what
is f,. 11 ? (Without loss of generality, we can assume that /,. 11 = /11,., because of
the symmetric form of (2.6).) We compute

II!w =IT,.

0 ]

It is trivial to verify that

will be a Gaussian wavefunctiona:l of the form

llf[t,6; /] = N, exp

II

(i /, /. 111,611) Ill

A(k) =

1e-it·i![w~t,6.. +iii,.].

(2.10)

This should be compared to the formula (2.4) for a(k), which we found
in the particle notation. Clearly, the A(k)'s and their adjoints the Af(k)'s
satisfy the usual algebra of creation and destruction operators given in (2.3).
Moreover, Af(k) creates a one-particle state of momentum k and energy w~
when applied to the vacuum.
We have written the exact solution to the free theory in both the particle

= [tzz -/,,. fz11tP11fzotPz] llf •

and the field notations and have seen how to translate from one system to
the other. We now turn to the case of an interacting theory.

So

Hill=~

(1 f.,..+/,,.

tP 11

[o11,.(-V! + m 2) -1 /11,./,..] 1,6.) Ill.

3

Thus, Ill is an. energy eigenstate if and only if
/z11

= J- v~ + m 2o,.11 ,
4

Interacting Fields: The Effective Potential
In this section we extend the Lagrangian (2.1) to be of the form

(2.7)

C =Co- U(t,D)
5

where U is some arbitrary potential. It is now impossible, in general, to

4. Define the Gaussian effective potential 'V (cJ1) by

compute the expansion of <f>(i) in terms of creation and destruction operators

'V(cf1)

or to compute the ground state wave-functional. A tractable approach is to

= E[cf1;J'(cf1)].

force </> into the mold of a free field as much as possible. This basic idea
has come to be called the Gaussian approximation. In this section, we will
discuss the Gaussian effective potential in both the field and the particle

5. The vacuum is now determined by finding the minimum energy state.
Define ~ to be the expectation value of </> in the vacuum state:

notations and show that the two systems are equivalent. We consider the

I

811
8cf1 ~=¥

particle notation first, since it is more familiar.
We begin by approximating </> and IT by the linear expansions at t

<I>( X)

= cJ1 + j dk [a(k)ii·>r + h.c.]

IT(i) = -i

I dk w~:[a(k)ii·z-

= 0:
(3.1)

Then the vacuum is just ~~),in the Gaussian approximation. [Caution:
the Gaussian effective potential is not convex [ 1], so a local minimum
may not be a global minimum. In addition, there may be degenerate

h.c.]

minima.]

cJ1 here is a constant, the expectation value of <f>z· We will define the effective
potential as the energy of the state in which (</>z) = cf1. Because we expect
the mass to get renormalized, we define at (k) and a(k) to be: the creation
and destruction operators for particles of mass .M, rather than of the bare
mass m. So from now on, we will define w~: by
Wi:

= o.

= Vk2 + .M2

6. Renormalize the model by expanding in a power series in cJ1 - ~:

'V(cf1)
where

mR

= E~ac

+I

dD.i

[~m1(cf1- ~) 2 + ...]

is the renormalized mass.

Essentially this procedure was used by Stevenson [ 1 ] and by Consoli
and Ciancitto [ 7 ] to study the >.¢4 model in four dimensions. The reader is

One could now go on to study any particular model by the following
general procedure:

referred to these interesting papers for more details. In fact, an even earlier
paper on the same topic was written by Barnes and Ghandour [ 2 ], using

1. Define lci1) to be the normalized state which is destroyed by a(k) and
which therefore satisfies (cf11 </>z lci1)

= cf1.

the less-familiar field notation. We will now discuss the Gaussian effective
potential in this notation and prove the equivalence of the two systems.
We begin by defining the set of states ( at t

2. Expand the Hamiltonian H by using (3.1) and compute the energy
E[cf1; .M]

Ill[</>; cf1,/]

= (cf11 H lci1) •

=0 )

= Nt exp [-~ l.~ Ezfz~E~]

(3.2)

where

Ez = </>z- cf1.

3. Consider cJ1 fixed and choose the value of .M which minimizes the energy.
Denote this value of

.M by J'(cf1). That is,
aE[ci1; .MlJ

.M=,.(~)

8.M

Note that we automatically have (lVI </>z IIV)
values of any functional of

= o.

[One should be alert for the possibility that

.M = 0 or .M

</>z

6

"""'

.;

Furthermore, expectation

integrals, an easy operation. We have not yet specified
chosen so as to minimize the energy
-+

oo mini-

E[ci1; !]

mizes E.]

= cf1.

are obtained by computing Gaussian path

= {lVI HI IV).
7

.

,......,_

-

'~

fz~·

It should be

,_

.,.

i:_,

~;

ll..,....·

One can show ( 2 ] that /z 11 has the form

= J-v; + M2 Cz 11

fzv

where .M is some constant which depends on the particular Lagrangian under
consideration.

- = f.

z

r

e-•·if
. [ J" !:.vev

s ].
+ cez

and Weinberg ( 12 ]. In this section, we will consider the extension of the
above methods to states in which the classical field is not spatially constant.
As usual, we will work in the particle notation first. These ideas have been
discussed in general by Jackiw [ 13], and have been applied to specific models
by Chang ( 8] and by Weinstein, Drell and Yankielowicz [ 9].
The states we want to consider are the states

We can again define destruction operators as in (2.9}:

A(k)

-"-~•

{~I

such that

rPz ~~) = ~z

(3.3}

By performing exactly the same manipulations that we did in the free-field
case, one can show that A(k) and Af(k) satisfy the correct commutation
relations to justify calling them creation and destruction operators of mass
.M. Furthermore, we compute

I~)

4>., = 0.
A semi-classical approach to this problem would be the following: let

c2 L

j

= 6¢z6¢1/ ~.=~. '

Kzv

(4.1}

f ik (A(k}eii·z + h.c.) ez ¢z- ~
- .- h.c.]= -i cez = llz
-i J - [A(k)e'H-

where L = fz .C. (For a free field, Kz 11 is just the kernel of the Klein-Gordon
operator -(o! + m 2 }6~.) Let Un(x,t) be the solutions of the generalized
Klein-Gordon equation

which was our starting point (3.1} in the particle notation. This guarantees
that the two notations are equivalent.

n here is an index that might be partly discrete and partly continuous. (For
the free field, the Un's are the plane-waves eik·z-iw~t, indexed by k.)

There are two final points that are worth mentioning.
At least two authors ( 2, 8 ] have observed that the computation of the
effective potential in the Gaussian approximation amounts to summing a

IT the model has no derivative couplings, then Kz 11 is second-order in time
derivatives, and it is trivial to separate variables. We find

=

=

6

dkw~c

particular class of diagrams, those with no overlapping divergences. Since
the Iarge-N expansion of the O(N) scalar model sums only these diagrams,
in leading order, this is some indication of why the first term in the Iarge-N
expansion is easy to compute; it is the Gaussian approximation.
Typically, the renormalized mass turns out to be mR = ~(~). This gives
us some intuition for the rather mysterious function ~(~): it is the mass
of the one:-particle excitations of the state in which the classical field is ~
(We can imagine reaching this state by applying an external source to the
vacuum.}

i

KzvUn(fi, t)

= 0.

= Un(X}e±iwnl

Un(x, t)

where the un(x) are eigenfunctions of the spatial part of Kzv• namely

kz 11

= Kz + a;czv·
11

This leaves the equation

i

kz 11 Un(fi)

= -w~un(X).

By analogy with (2.2} and (3.1}, we then approximate the field and its
conjugate momentum by the linear expansions at t

4

Interacting Fields: Static Configurations

¢(X}

1
= ~(x) + L _~
(anun(x) + h.c.]
n

Virtually all papers on the Gaussian approximation discuss only the effective potential, and are aimed at discovering the true vacuum, a Ia Coleman
8

IT(x)

=0 :

V""Wn

= -iL
{W'; (anun(x)- h.c.].
n Y2
9

(4.2}

If

(4.3)

[a,., a!,.] = Cnm

which determines un(x) and Wn. We will return to this difficulty after deriving
the analogous formulae in field notation.
It is easy to guess the form of the wave-functional which "ought" to

[an, a,.] = 0 =[a~, a!,.],

correspond to the state 141). By analogy to (2.6) and (3.2), we try

then

llf[l/>; 41,11

= icD(x- Y)

[<I>( X), rr(Y)J

where we assume the orthonorma!ity properties

e. == 1/>z -

(4.4)

Un(X)u!,.(X) = Cnm
Un(X)u~(y) = 6D(x-

1. e.J.,e,].

where

1
L

= N, exp [-t

41 •.

Again, the problem of computing the energy functional

Y).

n

E[41; /] = (llfl H lllf)

[For convenience, we have changed the normalization of the creation and
destruction operators from that in Sections 2 and 3.]
This semi-classical procedure would work quite well, except for one problem. Quantum effects change the classical action f dt L to some effective
action r[41] = f dt LQ which we do not know.
Rather than defining K., 11 as in (4.1), we should define some operator K~
which reflects the effects of quantum fluctuations
Q
K ZI/

fv /z

· they are to be chosen at the end of the calculation so as to minimize the
energy

(H should be expanded in terms of the a,.'s, Wn's and un(X)'s.) 14)) is the
state annihilated by the an's.
The computation of E[4); {un}, {wn}] is rather easy, both in principle and
in practice. What is not so easy is to solve the variational problem

6E

10

·">(

=0,

11 / 11

z = (-v; + m 2 + F(x)] 6., 11 ,

(4.7)

where F(x) is some function that depends on the detailed form of the interaction term in .C.
Formally, we can easily solve (4.7). Let vn(x) and>.~ be the eigenfunctions
and eigenvalues of the differential operator in (4.7):

[-v; + m 2 + F(x)] vn(X) = >.~vn(X).

(4.8)

This equation is real, so vn(x) and v!(x) have the same eigenvalue >.". It is
useful to denote v!(x) = V-n(X). Assuming that the vn(x)'s satisfy orthonormalization conditions analogous to (4.4), it is simple to check that (4.7) has
the formal solution

E[4); {un}, {wn}] = (4)1 H 14)) •

6un(x)

(4.6)

= 0.

In practice, this can be reduced to an equation of the general form

641.64)1/ •

-

.un(x) and the constants Wn are unknown. (~e will see that this is the
Gaussian approximation.) un(x) and Wn will be determined variationally;

--··~

6E

6/.,

6 2 LQ
----

But then the eigenfunctions un(X) must be replaced by some unknown eigenfunctions u~(X). Thus, our whole scheme is plagued by the usual problem
of quantum effects feeding back and changing the starting point. The right
approach to take is the following.
Assume that 1/>z and II. can be expanded as in (4.2), where the functions

.•

amounts to a simple Gaussian path integration. Fixing 4)., we then face the
non-trivial task of finding the function/., which minimizes E[41; /]; i.e., we
must solve the equation

(4.5)

/z, = l L >.nvn(X)v!(Y) + h.c.

(4.9)

n

(This solution agrees with our results for the free-field case when we identify:
>.n-+ Wt, vn(x)-+ eit·i, En-+ J (~:~~ and 6nm-+ (27r)D6D(k- k') .)
What is the connection of this formal solution to the (equally formal)
approach we devised for solving the problem in particle notation? Based
11

~-7'

~

7

.
~I

,.,

0..,_

,_:;.;,~

;;~~

vn(i)

The difficulty stiii remains that the variational problem is too hard, in

An. We can prove this conjecture without solving any differential

either notation. So, of what use is the knowledge that the two systems are

equations. The proof is similar to the earlier proofs of equivalence in Sections
2 and 3. The basic strategy has three steps:

completely equivalent? This question is rather unfair. We know more than

on the exact free-field results, it is tempting to guess that un(i)
and Wn

+-+

+-+

the mere fact of equivalence; we also have shown how to translate from one
system to the other. This is important for two reasons: 1) it allows us to

1. In the field notation, find destruction operators An which annihilate

llf[¢>; ~. /].
2. Compute ¢>,. and II,. in terms of the An's, An's and vn(i)'s and show

that they have precisely the same form as in {4.2), with An
An

-+

Wn and Vn(i)

-+

-+

an,

Un(i).

compare papers not written in the same notation, and 2) it allows us to do
future calculations using the best features of both systems.
We iilustrate these two comments by returning to the pressing problem of
how to tackle the variational equation. Because the full variational equation
cannot be easily solved, it is natural to look for some simplification. After

3. Observe that, because of (4.9), the variational equation {4.6) is guar-

all, any choice of /,." will give an upper bound to the true quantum energy.
A very simple choice of/,." is to set the un{i)'s equal to the plane-waves.

anteed to give exactly the same eigenfunctions and eigenvalues as the
variational equation (4.5).

operators a(k) associated with the plane-waves do not annihilate the state

In the particle notation, this appears to cause a problem. The destruction
!~);they

To carry out step 1), we define the destruction operators

-1 vHX)
v'2X: [1 J,.'lf.'l +Sf.,.

An=

z

6 ]

'I

annihilate the vacuum state JO). So how can we satisfy the require-

ment that (~I ¢>,. I~) = ~,.? To restate the issue, how shall we represent the
states !~) in terms of the "plane-wave" operators at (k) and a(k)?

.

analogous to {2.9) and (3.3). One ,can quickly verify that

This simple puzzle is resolved very easily in the field notation. The choice
of plane-waves for the un(i)'s implies that
form
p

!,."

Anllf = 0
[An, A!,.]= Onm

=

J

2

llf[¢>; ~. !P] = NfP exp

To implement step 2), it requires only a short computation to prove that
= exp [

1

v'2X: [Anvn(i) + h.c.] = f.,. = ¢>,.- ct>,.

-(L · ~ [Anvn(i) nY~

dDk
- _
( 1r)D cos[k · (x- Y)]w(k).

The wave-functionals we want to consider are then

[An, Am]= 0 =[A~, A!,.].

~

f,." can be written in the general

h.c.] =

-i-J=II,.
o~

[-l J.

(¢>,.- ~ .. )!:'.,(¢>"-

-1 ~z o~J"·"

N,P exp [

-t1.'1

~")]
if>,.f:'.,if>v].

(4.10)

This resolves the question we faced above, since we can translate {4.10) into
particle notation:

J. .

I~)= exp [-i ~ II~Fl] JO).

which is the same basic form as (4.2). The observation 3) then completes

(Here, if>~F) and mF) are of the free-field form (2.2).) This class of states is

the proof.

known as the set of coherent states. By construction, they satisfy

We can now write formal expressions for
fzv =

l:r.v

and

!;,} :

t L Wnt.ln{i)u~(y) + h.c.
n

(~I ¢>~F) I~)

= ~ ...

(4.11)

The above formulae show that coherent states are just a special subset of

f:V1 = l L 2-un(i)u~{Y) + h.c.

the Gaussian states. {Usually, coherent states are characterized as the set of
eigenstatesof a(k), which has no.a priori connection to Gaussian states.)

12

13

n

Wn

~~-~

In the literature, one sometimes sees a slight generalization

It, P)

there are more coordinates than degrees of freedom. We need to introduce

i

constraints on the coordinates. Clearly, Dirac's system of constrained quan-

= exp [i Pz</>~F)] It).

Note that

(t, pI rr~F) It, P)

= Pz.

(4.12)

and that the analog of (4.11) continues to hold. It is trivial to translate
(4.12) into field notation; the resulting wave-functional is still Gaussian.
Coherent states were used several years ago by Coleman [ 10 ] to study
solitons in two dimensions (using particle notation.) He found the discouraging fact that, after renormalization, the energy of the coherent state soliton is
just the classical energy. This was also found for the special case of the (4> 4 )2
kink soliton by Weinstein, Drell and Yankielowicz [ 9], using essentially the
field notation. Coleman's observation may well be true in higher dimensions
(where renormalization is somewhat trickier to perform), though we know
of no general proof of this conjecture. Assuming its validity for the newly
popularized Skyrme model [ 14 ] , we need to look for some way to improve
the coherent-state approximation. The work in this section makes it clear
that we have two basic options. We can 1) try to find a better approximation
to /z11 or 2) go beyond the Gaussian approximation.
The first option requires us to solve a complicated partial differential
equation. The second option appears more open-ended. Why should we go
beyond the Gaussian approximation? So long as the potential is not too
flat, a Gaussian wave-functional ought to give reasonably good results. This
observation provides the key to the problem.
It is well-known that all solitons have zero modes. It costs no energy
to translate a soliton spatially. In more than two dimensions, one can also
rotate the soliton freely. These modes can never be represented accurately
by a Gaussian wave-functional. They can be easily treated, however, by
introducing collective coordinates. A good discussion of zero modes and
collective coordinates is found in the review by Jackiw [ 13 ]. As a first
approximation, it is common to quantize only the collective coordinates,
ignoring vibrational modes. See, e.g., the famous Skyrmion paper by Adkins,
Nappi and Witten [ 15 ].
We propose that a reasonable scheme for improving on the semi-classical
soliton calculations is to combine the collective coordinate approach with the
coherent state approximation. One difficulty that must be resolved is that
14
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tization [ 16 ] will be useful. It is interesting to note that the field notation
seems to be much more convenient for this type of problem, a fact which was
a major motivation for writing the present paper.
The above program has been carried out for a test case: the Sine-Gordon
soliton, for which the exact answers were already known [ 17]. The results are
strongly encouraging, and the calculation will be described in a forthcoming
paper.
It is not so easy to perform the analogous calculation for the Skyrme
model. The main problem there is the non-renormalizability of the model.
We hope that this difficulty will not block all future progress on this important problem.

5

Conclusion

The purpose of this paper has been three-fold: 1) To review the essentials of the Gaussian effective potential, 2) to reveal the unity of ideas behind
the diversity of notation, and 3) to advocate the extension of the Gaussian
approximation (beyond the computation of the effective potential) to applications in soliton physics.
The Gaussian effective potential is, of course, an important topic. In
a forthcoming paper, we will give a full account of the effective potential,
renormalization, vacuum energy and vacuum stability in a sample model, the
Sine-Gordon model (and also the sinh-Gordon model) in D + 1 dimensions.
Much of this discussion is a prerequisite to soliton calculations, but it is
interesting in its own right.
Another paper in preparation deals with our proposal to combine the
Gaussian approximation with the collective coordinate approach. The paper
will test this idea on the Sine-Gordon soliton, since we can compare it to the
exact results of Dashen, Hasslacher and Neveu [ 17], to Coleman's paper on
the bosonization of the massive Thirring model [18 ] and to the results of
the coherent-state approximation reported in Coleman's lectures [ 10 ].
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